INTRODUCTION
============

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is involved in a number of cognitive and executive functions in both primates and rodents, including working memory, sustained and flexible attention ([@B28]; [@B4]; [@B14]), and is therefore critical in guiding behavior in a complex and dynamic world. Importantly, PFC is innervated and strongly modulated by a number of anatomically and neurochemically distinct pathways. Of particular interest are the afferent fibers arising in the dopaminergic ventral tegmental area (VTA) and noradrenergic locus coeruleus (LC). The anatomical characteristics of these two catecholamine nuclei, as well as the cellular, physiological, and behavioral consequences of their activation, have been well characterized and reviewed in the past dopamine \[DA -- ([@B77]; [@B19]; [@B46]; [@B76]; [@B22]; [@B84]; [@B73]), norepinephrine (NE) -- ([@B27]; [@B67]; [@B49]; [@B82]; [@B18]; [@B31]; [@B32]; [@B3]; [@B23]; [@B24])\]. It is important to note that these two systems vary to a degree between rodents and primates. In particular, DA fibers in the primate PFC are known to arise from both the substantia nigra and VTA ([@B69]; [@B50]). In addition, in contrast to the popular view that DA-containing fibers project selectively to PFC in primates, the heaviest cortical DA projection actually terminates in motor and premotor cortices in the primate brain, while there seems to be a preferential DA projection to frontal and temporal areas in the rat with a minimal contribution to primary sensory and motor areas ([@B56]; [@B16]). Furthermore, the distribution of DA-containing fibers among the cortical layers differs between species such that in primates, layer I is most densely innervated throughout the majority of the cortical mantle, whereas layers I through III are most densely innervated in the rat, and that this occurs preferentially in cingulate and entorhinal cortices ([@B16]). Despite the inter-species differences in DA projections to cortex \[for more detailed review, see ([@B16]; [@B50])\], we will focus on recent findings describing the functional organization and neuronal diversity within VTA and LC and how these attributes relate to the execution of distinct behaviors maintained by prefrontal and non-prefrontal neural circuits. We will also consider how these two systems act synergistically within their terminal fields to mutually guide several aspects of complex behaviors. Finally, although there have been many more recent breakthroughs in understanding dopaminergic neuromodulation of prefrontal circuits, we will discuss how these advances can serve as a guide to similarly transform our thinking about the LC-PFC pathway.

DIVERSE FUNCTIONS AND PROPERTIES OF VTA DA NEURONS
==================================================

It is well established that the VTA includes both DA and non-DA neurons which project heavily to both PFC and the nucleus accumbens (NAc; [@B82]; [@B52]). This projection system has been strongly linked to normal cognitive function and motivated behavior, as well as pathological deviations in these operations such as schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and addiction ([@B43]; [@B44]; [@B88], [@B87]). In both rodents and primates, the actions of prefrontal cortical DA are known to vary according to an "inverted U" dose response function, such that too little or too much DA impairs PFC network functions and working memory task performance ([@B6]; [@B7]; [@B71]). It is also known that the firing properties of VTA dopaminergic neurons are plastic such that they are capable of remaining in a silent hyperpolarized state, maintaining irregular tonic discharge, and firing phasically in response to environmental stimuli under different behavioral conditions. However, because DA seems to execute distinct operations in different terminal fields (i.e., reward and reinforcement in NAc and enhancement of working memory in PFC), it raises the question of whether or not the cells which provide DAergic innervations to these regions are anatomically distinct from one another, and whether or not these cells can be differentially activated under different circumstances. Indeed, previous studies have provided evidence for functional specialization of mesocortical DA neurons ([@B13]; [@B25]). This issue was recently further illustrated and detailed by [@B52] who found that in rodent, PFC and NAc are in fact innervated by distinct subsets of VTA neurons, and that these cells are physiologically and phenotypically distinct from one another. Specifically, the neurons that project to NAc were found to discharge slowly and have their firing rate suppressed by application of DA, whereas those that project to PFC discharged more rapidly and did not respond to DA application. These discharge properties can be explained by the fact that PFC projection cells lack mRNA coding for the DA D2 autoreceptor, which inhibits firing of DA neurons. Taken together these findings suggest that NAc and PFC which are engaged in unique aspects of motivated behavior receive input from anatomically distinct subsets of DA containing neurons, whose firing patterns appear to be under differential control.

A follow-up to this study showed that each of these subsets of DA-containing neurons in VTA are likewise unique in their afferent regulation, and that these distinct circuits support different types of behaviors. Specifically, it was shown that afferents from the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus innervate dopaminergic VTA neurons which in turn project to NAc and elicit reward, whereas afferents from the lateral habenula (LHb) synapse on dopaminergic VTA neurons that innervate mPFC and drive aversion (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). The conclusion from this work is that the VTA is comprised of neurochemically similar but anatomically and functionally distinct neurons that mediate discrete aspects of motivated behaviors ([@B54]). It is interesting to note that activation of dopaminergic neurons with projections to mPFC results in conditioned place aversion, whereas a much greater body of literature suggests that DA in the PFC plays an important role in electrophysiological and behavioral indices of working memory ([@B43]; [@B80]; [@B45]; [@B7]; [@B3]; [@B35]).

![**Ventral tegmental area contains functionally heterogeneous subsets of DA neurons**. [@B54] showed that DA cells in VTA which receive input from laterodorsal tegmentum (LDT) selectively project to NAc, and their activation drives conditioned place preference. DA cells in VTA which receive input from lateral habenula (LHb) neurons, on the other hand, project selectively to PFC, and their activation promotes conditioned place aversion.](fncir-08-00053-g001){#F1}

These dual roles for DA in the PFC could potentially be explained by the existence of anatomically and functionally discrete subsets of VTA DA neurons that innervate different cortical layers: for example, DA neurons involved in working memory may project primarily to cortical layers that interact with primary sensory cortices to facilitate the transmission of sensory information between regions so that the representation of a stimulus can be maintained even in its absence. Aversion and emotional operations maintained by DA, on the other hand, may involve the activation of DA neurons that innervate cortical layers which maintain connections with limbic structures rather than sensory structures. In this way, activation of these two pathways could result in DA release and modulation of functionally distinct prefrontal microcircuits that mediate unique operations and behaviors. Conversely, these unique functions could be attributed to a common pool of VTA neurons that do not selectively target functionally distinct cortical layers but, depending on their pattern and level of activation, engage different receptor subtypes to elicit distinct circuit properties. For example, during modest levels of VTA output, such as in response to salient stimuli, the D2 receptor will be activitated due to its higher affinity for the transmitter. Then, during elevated levels of VTA activation, such as during periods of stress, the lower affinity D1 receptor becomes engaged. Thus, because of different receptor affinities and post-synaptic actions, DA release would produce different effects on cellular physiology and PFC circuit properties ([@B3], [@B4]). Based on the inverted-U dose response function for DA actions, and the differential roles of its receptors in working memory functions, modest DA release in response to a salient stimulus is likely to strengthen measures of working memory for that stimulus, whereas excessive activation of the DA D1 receptor impairs behavioral indices of working memory ([@B77]; [@B4]). During such periods when PFC is inhibited, emotional centers such as amygdala may instead take over and drive more survivalist "fight or flight" behaviors ([@B4]). In such an organization, the aversion described by [@B54] may have been reflective of hyperdopaminergic tone at the upper limit of the physiologic range in PFC as a result of optogenetic stimulation, thereby limiting prefrontal operations and allowing other limbic circuits to guide such a specific behavior instead. Interestingly, [@B22] has hypothesized that in the primate brain, DA cells arising from substantia nigra and VTA differentially innervate orbitofrontal cortex and dorsolateral PFC to convey value and salience, respectively, to these structures. This proposal fits well with our central hypothesis that specific sub-populations of neurons arising from the midbrain and hindbrain nuclei are capable of executing unique actions in distinct terminal fields.

DIVERSITY OF NE NEURONS IN THE LC NUCLEUS
=========================================

Prefrontal circuits and operations are also subject to regulation by output from the LC-noradrenergic system. Like DA, the actions of NE vary according to an inverted-U dose response function such that too little or too much noradrenergic transmission yields a less than optimal neuronal response to sensory stimuli ([@B18]; [@B33]; [@B34]). Importantly, the pattern of LC activation correlates highly with behavioral state in both primates and rodents such that during periods of fatigue, LC discharge is absent or slow. During periods of active waking and in conjunction with behavioral tasks that are cognitively demanding, the LC discharges faster with phasic bursts in response to relevant stimuli. During periods of stress and agitation, the nucleus discharges at a very high tonic rate and sensory-driven phasic responses are lost ([@B8]; [@B86]; [@B12]; [@B18]; [@B10], [@B11]). Likewise, too much NE in PFC synapses activates the α1 receptor, impairing PFC function in a manner similar to excessive activation of the D1 receptor ([@B5]; [@B3], [@B4]).

Interestingly, behavioral and electrophysiological studies of LC in both primate ([@B12]) and rodent ([@B20]) have shown that LC is highly plastic in response to stimuli that drive its activation. Previous work had suggested a more simplistic role for the LC-NE system in arousal and the sleep-waking cycle. However, attended stimuli that predict reward have been found to elicit a robust phasic discharge of LC cells, while distracters of the same or different modality do not ([@B12]). Importantly, the response to a reward-predicting stimulus is rapidly lost and shifted to a new stimulus when the reward-contingency is changed ([@B38]; [@B12]; [@B70]; [@B20]; [@B10]). These data suggest that LC may therefore have a more complex role in attention and cognition, than simply serving as a generalized alerting or wake-promoting structure ([@B8]; [@B70]; [@B18]; [@B17]). Aston-Jones and Cohen, for example, have proposed that LC integrates goal-oriented sensory information from the PFC to shift the nucleus between tonic and stimulus-driven phasic modes of discharge. These tonic and phasic modes of discharge then sensitize terminal fields to detect non-specific and specific stimuli, respectively; thereby guiding labile versus sustained modes of attention ([@B11]).

Importantly, it has long been thought that LC is the sole source of NE to the neocortex ([@B59], [@B57], [@B58]; [@B18]; [@B1]), and that its' neurons project to their terminal fields indiscriminately; i.e., a single neuron is just as likely to innervate functionally dissimilar regions as those that have common function ([@B59], [@B57], [@B58]). Recent behavioral evidence however, seems to suggest that the LC-NE system exerts unique influences on operations in distinct prefrontal terminal fields. Specifically, in rodent, NE specific lesions of mPFC impair extradimensional shifting, a behavior in which animals must reorient their attentional reserves to novel stimuli to obtain food reward, but not reversal learning, an OFC dependent behavior in which animals must reorient attention to familiar but previously irrelevant stimuli ([@B62]; [@B68]). On the basis of these findings and the observation that both behaviors are noradrenergically regulated ([@B61], [@B62]; [@B78]; [@B79]) we postulated that OFC and mPFC must be innervated by distinct subsets of LC neurons: if both regions received input from a common pool of LC neurons, injection of 6-OHDA into mPFC would lead to the retrograde degeneration of the axons in mPFC, the cell bodies in LC, as well as anterograde degeneration of axon collaterals innervating OFC. Indeed, we have recently shown that these two regions, as well as anterior cingulate cortex, a third anatomically and functionally distinct prefrontal region, are in fact innervated by anatomically distinct subsets of LC neurons ([@B23]; [@B24]). Additionally, another recent publication from our laboratory demonstrated that the density of noradrenergic release points is not uniform throughout the forebrain ([@B1]). Specifically, NE varicosity is significantly more dense in PFC than in sensory, motor, and thalamic regions, further supporting the hypothesis that NE may have unique roles and execute distinct operations in functionally and anatomically disparate projection fields (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). These findings suggest that the LC-NE projection to PFC subregions may subserve distinct behavioral roles, similar to what is suggested by the organization of the mesolimbic and mesocortical dopaminergic pathways described by [@B52], [@B54]. It has also recently been demonstrated by [@B72] that contrary to the long-held notion that LC is the sole source of NE-containing fibers to the forebrain in rodents, the insular cortex is innervated by non-LC derived NE terminals, i.e., sub-coeruleus, A1, and A2 cell groups (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Such findings challenge the classical view that NE acts uniformly and synchronously within its terminal fields ([@B8], [@B9]; [@B70]). Specifically, NE release in insular cortex may be achieved through activation of LC, or by activation of the functionally and anatomically distinct sub-coeruleus, A1, or A2 cell groups. The different anatomical connectivities and physiological attributes of these various noradrenergic nuclei suggest that NE can be released into PFC under unique sensory or environmental circumstances. The finding that PFC is the only cortical structure in this study to be innervated by non-LC NE fibers suggests that the transmitter may maintain unique roles in prefrontal versus non-prefrontal cortical function. Because these non-LC noradrenergic cell groups receive sensory information from the viscera and are involved in homeostatic and interoceptive functions,they form an autonomic circuit and a direct route for the release of NE into prefrontal structures that affect vigilance and decision making. This pathway bypasses the LC and provides a means for asynchronous release of NE in the forebrain from multiple brainstem structures. Such an organization would therefore impose changes in prefrontal physiology without affecting properties of other terminal fields and argues that NE discretely modulates anatomically and functionally distinct terminal networks. Such a hypothesis could be tested by electrically or optogenetically stimulating these non-coerulear noradrenergic cell groups while sampling NE release in prefrontal versus non-prefrontal terminal fields by microdialysis or fast scan voltammetry.

![**Distinct brain regions are differentially innervated by noradrenergic neurons in multiple brainstem nuclei**. Recent findings from our laboratory ([@B23]; [@B1]; [@B24]) show that individual LC neurons innervate multiple functionally distinct cortical terminal fields, and that the highest density of NE varicosities in the brain occurs in PFC. A recent finding by [@B72] also challenged the longstanding notion that LC is the sole source of NE to cortex by demonstrating the existence of NE-containing fibers in insular cortex derived from a rhombomere distinct from that in which LC develops, suggesting that this region has privileged access to autonomic and visceral information while the rest of the cortical mantle does not.](fncir-08-00053-g002){#F2}

RECIPROCAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN LC AND VTA
=========================================

Despite the heterogeneous and varied roles for DA and NE in prefrontal cortical function that have already been discussed, an added layer of complexity emerges when taking into account the reciprocal connections maintained between VTA and LC ([@B37]). It is reasonable to expect that as both of these pathways are activated in response to different behavioral circumstances, each will produce some effect on the other. This then begs the question as to whether these systems work cooperatively to produce behavioral modifications that require output from both systems, or if they act competitively to drive distinct and opposite behavioral outcomes. It has been shown that electrical stimulation of LC results in an excitation followed by a brief inhibition of midbrain dopamine (DA) neurons through an α1 receptor dependent mechanism ([@B47]). Furthermore, lesions of LC have been shown to reduce basal and amphetamine-induced release of DA in the NAc ([@B55]). Interestingly, anatomical evidence has shown that there is also a monosynaptic projection from VTA to LC ([@B15]), and that stimulation of VTA increases the concentration of NE metabolites in PFC ([@B30]). Furthermore, previous studies indicated that both NE and DA provide essential modulatory influences on prefrontal functions ([@B65]; [@B7]; [@B11]; [@B66]; [@B74]; [@B36]).

How do these two systems coordinate their activities to appropriately regulate prefrontal functions and what happens when this coordination becomes un-balanced? Essentially, how does one system affect the ouput of the other under normal conditions and disease states? DA and NE are critical for maintaining normal, adaptive behaviors ([@B6]; [@B28]; [@B10]; [@B3]; [@B61], [@B62]). Increasing or decreasing either transmitter severely limits exploratory behavior. VTA and LC neurons that release DA and NE, respectively, are both activated by salient stimuli, and the strength of activation appears to be related to the values of stimuli used for predicting future behavior ([@B51]; [@B81]; [@B75]). However, existing evidence suggests DA and NE may contribute to different functions, with DA being related to reward assessment and error prediction and NE being related to arousal and/or vigilance. This suggests that their roles in motivated behavior are segregated in that they reflect different influences of reward on behavior. It has been postulated that DA neurons are more sensitive to the incentive value of reward information, whereas NE neurons are more sensitive to the arousing aspects of reward information ([@B21]). Similarly, during a working memory task, NE and DA systems also synergistically or complementarily contribute to modulate the persistent activity needed for the cue, delay and response signaling within the PFC circuitry. Specifically, as others ([@B71]; [@B4]) have proposed, with optimal levels of NE or DA release under alert, non-stressed conditions, PFC neurons fire during the delay period following cues for preferred but not non-preferred directions. NE enhances delay-related firing in response to cues in preferred directions by stimulating α2A-receptors (increasing the "signal"), whereas DA weakens delay-related firing in response to cues in non-preferred directions by stimulating D1 receptors (decreasing the "noise"). This assumption is evidenced by administration of appropriate concentrations of the α2A-receptor agonist guanfacine or the D1 receptor agonist SKF81297. In contrast, with high levels of NE and DA release as would occur during stress, NE engages the lower-affinity α1-receptors and reduces mnemonic stimulus evoked neuronal firing. Interestingly, the impact of the activation of adrenergic receptors in non-prefrontal cortical regions such as sensory and motor cortices seem to be opposite of that in prefrontal regions: α1-receptor activation increasees neuronal responsiveness to sensory-driven inputs, whereas α2 receptor activation suppresses stimulus evoked discharge ([@B2], [@B3], [@B4]). Similarly, high DA induces excessive D1 receptor stimulation and suppresses cell firing as well. Indeed, administration of the α1-receptor agonist phenylephrine ([@B60]) or a high concentration of SKF81297 ([@B91]) can mimick the effects of high NE and DA levels, respectively.

It is also important to recognize that DA and NE levels in PFC are constantly fluctuating as a function of arousal level and ongoing behavioral contingencies. As the relative levels of these transmitters in the extracellular space changes, so too will their impact on cellular function. Importantly, the impact of these transmitter systems on post-synaptic cellular physiology is often characterized one at a time, i.e., the impact of DA or the impact of NE on specific parameters of neuronal or circuit function. However, under physiological conditions, it is likely that these two transmitters, as well as many other neuromodulatory agents and transmitter substances interact simultaneously throughout the brain and spinal cord via activation of a number of membrane-bound receptors on neurons and glia. A first step in addressing the issue of neuromodulator interactions and influences on complex circuit functions would be to consider the net effects of simultaneous administration of two or more modulatory substances on synaptically driven discharge of target neurons. There is already strong evidence for synapse- and cell-type specific modulation of local cortical circuitry in the PFC by both DA and NE ([@B40], [@B41]; [@B39]; [@B89]). Thus, the PFC is a likely candidate for studies focused on the combined impact of DA and NE on transmission at single synapses and response properties of identified neurons.

SUMMARY
=======

Taken together the findings reviewed here suggest that both noradrenergic and dopaminergic nuclei contain heterogeneous sets of neurons whose properties vary according to terminal field projection targets, and that these two catecholamine pathways act synergistically or complementarily in order to affect executive function and motivated behaviors via connections with specified forebrain circuits as well as by maintaining reciprocal excitatory connections with one another. Because there exists a range of concentrations for both DA and NE in PFC at which behavior and cellular physiology are optimized, and too far below or above this range is detrimental to behavioral outcomes, it seems that these two systems are both required for the normal maintenance and execution of prefrontal operations. Likewise, because these two pathways are reciprocally excitatory, it is likely that activation of one pathway by external or internal stimuli recruits the other indirectly. Such an arrangement would benefit complex behaviors, i.e., a task requiring sustained attention is also dependent on motivational state. It may be the case that VTA efferents to NAc and PFC work in concert with LC inputs to PFC and primary sensory and motor cortical regions. For example, during a period of vigilance in a particular behavioral task, LC activation and NE release may optimize PFC and sensory cortical function with respect to signal to noise ratios of stimulus evoked pyramidal neuron responses, while DA release from VTA promotes a transient working memory association -- mnemonic -- of that stimulus. Together, these two transmitter systems work synergistically to allow the animal to selectively focus on and remember the relevance of a reward associated stimulus. Upon the successful execution of a behavioral trial and reward retrieval, VTA signals NAc to elicit reward, reinforcing the behavior and causing the animal to continue focusing on that specific stimulus to predict and retrieve the next reward. Hereafter, when a behavioral contingency is changed, the NAc signals VTA that an expected reward has not occurred. The reciprocal connections between VTA and LC may then alter their collective output in PFC, thereby decreasing the sensitivity of PFC and primary sensory networks to that specific stimulus by a NE-mediated decrease in signal to noise ratio, as well as a decrease in working memory for that stimulus. Consequently, in the absence of reinforcement and reward, the animal is able to sample alternative behavioral strategies through sensitization to previously irrelevant stimuli. Once a new strategy is identified, VTA signals NAc to promote reward, thereby shifting the reciprocal connections between LC and VTA back to a mode which favors sensory discrimination and working memory of the new reward predictive stimulus (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). This is an intriguing possibility given that in the rodent, NAc and striatum seem to be largely devoid of LC-derived fibers, and primary sensory and motor cortical areas are not heavily innervated by DA fibers ([@B16]; [@B18]). Hence, VTA may preferentially modulate reward through its projections to NAc, LC may preferentially modulate sensory and motor processes through its projections to more posterior cortical areas, and these two catecholamine nuclei may work synergistally in PFC to affect attention, working memory, and cognitive functions that drive complex behavior (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**).

![**entral tegmental area and LC may work together to guide behavior under different circumstances. (A)** During performance in a behavioral task in which an animal is successfully retrieving reward, reciprocal connections between VTA and LC may facilitate elevated output from these nuclei, driving release of DA and NE in PFC to promote working memory, attention, and discrimination of specific stimuli that predict reward. These behavioral operations could collectively contribute to the repetition of that behavior until reward is retrieved. **(B)** When a previously successful behavioral strategy loses its relevance, NAc may signal to VTA that an expected reward has not occurred. Changes in VTA output could then alter LC output, collectively changing the level of DA and NE release in PFC to diminish working memory and discrimination of specific stimuli, instead allowing the animal to explore new behavioral strategies on the basis of detecting previously irrelevant stimuli.](fncir-08-00053-g003){#F3}

![**Ventral tegmental area and LC neurons have distinct targets but their efferent fibers converge in PFC**. In the rodent brain, LC projects heavily to the entire cortical mantle, including PFC and primary sensory and motor areas, but not to the striatum or NAc ([@B18]). VTA on the other hand innervates NAc and PFC, but provides only sparse innervations to more posterior cortical areas ([@B16]). Therefore, during periods of arousal and vigilance, when LC and VTA discharge is elevated, DA will be released in NAc, LC will be released in posterior cortical areas, and both catecholamines will be released in PFC. This may be beneficial during behavioral tasks which require sustained attention, as DA in NAc (green) will facilitate reward, NE in cortex (red) will alter the signal to noise ratio of pyramidal neurons to optomize them to specific stimuli, and both catecholamines in PFC (yellow) will work synergistically to facilitate working memory and attention to relevant stimuli.](fncir-08-00053-g004){#F4}

Therefore, reciprocal connections between these two nuclei may be important for maintaining activity states in each nucleus that are sufficient for appropriately guiding ongoing behavior. In the absence of these reciprocal connections, the projection from VTA to NAc might be sufficient for keeping an animal motivated to perform a task or execute a specific behavior, but attention toward a specific stimulus used to guide that behavior may be minimal. Conversely, the projection from LC to PFC might be adequate in resolving specific stimuli, but insufficient to attend specific stimuli and achieve a desirable outcome in the absence of a motivational drive provided by the dopaminergic projection from VTA to NAc.

Additionally, as discussed earlier, the VTA maintains a projection to PFC which has been shown to promote aversion ([@B54]) rather than motivation or reward. Interestingly, it is known that certain stressors elicit greater release and metabolism of DA in PFC than other forebrain regions ([@B29]), suggesting that the mesocortical DA may play an integral role in the cognitive aspects of the stress response. Importantly, it is also known that high levels of DA and NE in PFC impair cognition and elevation of these catecholamines occur during exposure to stressors. During stressor-induced activation of the LC ([@B85], [@B86]; [@B26]; [@B18]; [@B17]; [@B34]), the VTA would be the target of increased noradrenergic transmission from the LC-VTA pathway, thereby providing a means for VTA to contribute to the expression of aversive behaviors much in the same way that LHb neurons influence VTA activity and DA release within the PFC ([@B54], [@B53]). Methods similar to those used by [@B54] could be employed to identify such functional connections between VTA and LC and to determine how the reciprocal connections between these two nuclei influence physiological properties, release, and consequently PFC related cognitive function and behavior.

Importantly, these recent findings on the neurobiology of the VTA, as well as the recent identification of non-LC derived NE-containing terminals in insular cortex represent a way forward for advancing the study of the LC-NE pathway. As this system has long been viewed as homogeneous with fairly uniform, synchronous actions across its efferent domain and on behavior by way of a highly divergent network of axon collaterals, the demonstration that it is in fact more heterogeneous than previously recognized would transform the prevailing notions about the postulated contributions of the LC-NE system to forebrain operations. Importantly, we have recently provided anatomical evidence that LC neurons innervate their terminal fields on a functional rather than random basis ([@B23]; [@B24]) and experiments are currently underway to test the hypothesis that cells with discrete terminal fields express different molecular profiles and unique physiological attributes. Such data would provide evidence that LC efferent system is capable of differential release and asynchronous NE actions across its terminal fields in the same way that DA release is governed by specified VTA projection patterns. Additionally, the recent demonstration that certain regions of PFC are innervated by non-LC-NE containing fibers ([@B72]) supports the view that NE maintains distinctive roles in prefrontal circuit operations as dictated by activation of source nuclei (sub-coeruleus, A1, A2) that give rise to NE-PFC projections. Such an organization would therefore prompt noradrenergic modulatory actions in prefrontal circuits without affecting other cortical regions; a mode of operation similar to that proposed for the VTA-DA system on the basis of its divergent mesocortical and mesolimbic projections.

Identification of specific afferents to LC cells with specified outputs as has been shown in the DA system ([@B52], [@B54]) will further the collective understanding of the role of LC in maintaining discrete behavioral operations rather than acting as a homogeneous and uniform modulator of the activity in LC projection fields. Optogenetic approaches may provide a means of characterizing anatomic, neurochemical, and functionally specific pathways into and out of LC that maintain distinct roles and demonstrate that NE release is capable of producing unique actions in different terminal fields under diverse circumstances. Because the LC-NE and VTA-DA systems maintain reciprocal anatomical connections and appear to act synergistically and complementarily to guide behavior, advances in the study of one of these catecholamine pathways will by necessity impact study of the other. Going forward it will be important to consider the differences as well as the similarities between these two systems. Nevertheless, the results of recent studies of the VTA show that heterogeneity is quite apparent in the nucleus ([@B52], [@B54]), and our recent work on the anatomy of the LC-PFC projections show that the nucleus is at least anatomically aligned to allow for similar heterogeneity in this nucleus as well. As such, anatomical, molecular, and physiological heterogeneity in catecholamine nuclei may therefore be a fundamental principle of their organization, and future studies of these structures and their efferent domains may provide a framework for better understanding acquired or genetically transmitted abnormalities of the VTA-DA and LC-NE systems that result in maladaptive behaviors including those expressed in addiction, ADHD, schizophrenia, and post-traumatic stress disorder.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE AND FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE DIVERSITIES IN CATECHOLAMINERGIC INNERVATION OF PFC
=========================================================================================================

The diverse innervation of PFC by subsets of DA and NE neurons is certainly an important conceptual advance in our understanding of these two systems. But several questions remain. How are these two systems affected when PFC function and structure are altered in response to genetic and epigenetic factors? How do disease states affect each of these systems and their interactions? Are all cells within these nuclei equally responsive to genetic and environmental insult, or is it possible that cells with different terminal fields are differentially susceptible to certain forms of stressors? For example, evidence suggests that in Alzheimer's and Parksinson's diseases, LC neurons degenerate selectively ([@B42]; [@B48]; [@B90]; [@B83]; [@B63]; [@B64]). It may be that such degeneration targets LC-PFC projection neurons specifically and that this selective degeneration plays a role in the cognitive decline associated with these diseases. Further exploration of the properties of specified groups of LC-cortical projection neurons could help determine the susceptibility of these organizations to pharmacological, environmental, or genetic insult that manifest in symptoms of neuropsychiatric or neurodegenerative disease associated with noradrenergic function. Similarly, it remains to be determined whether PFC projection neurons in the LC are more sensitive to stressors or the actions of psychostimulant drugs (e.g., methylphenidate) as compared to LC cells with different efferent domains. Furthermore, based on the published data on VTA neurons, we expect that subtypes of LC neurons with unique profiles and terminal field projection patterns receive different sets of afferent inputs, e.g., GABAergic versus glutamatergic, cortical versus subcortical, as well as dopaminergic, serotoninergic, or cholinergic afferents. Answers to these questions will provide novel insights into the operation of these systems and their collective impact on adaptive and maladaptive behavior.
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